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A novel about the 50-year friendship of two dissimilar German refugees brought over to England
as children from Nazi Germany. Their friendship becomes a funny yet touching model for the
ways in which human beings come to terms with the tragedy of living.

From Publishers WeeklyBooker Prize-winner Brookner's eighth novel (a bestseller in England)
shows her at the peak of her form. The portrait of a friendship between two men, the story is as
much concerned with the texture and substance of lives as it is with the unfolding of the tale it
tells. Hartmann and Fibich, both called Thomas, both refugees from the Nazis, were united as
schoolboys, paired by common circumstance and language, although forbidden to speak their
native tongue. Now partners in a London printing business, the two men have chosen to respond
in quite different ways to their shared past. Hartmann "aspired to the sublime . . . the perfecting of
simple pleasures." Desiring no connection with his past, he has "consigned to the dust, or to the
repository that can only be approached in dreams," all troublesome memories, and is now
"deliberately euphoric." The melancholy Fibich, who is desperate to recall what he has lost, is
obsessed with the past, and even turns to psychoanalysis. The blithe Hartmann reminds him, "It
is over." Their office has a family atmosphere that evokes a sense of home for both men--a home
they both crave. How both their families are emotionally entwined, and the effect of this on the
men, their wives and children, are Brookner's nominal subjects. But it's the beauty of her prose
and the sheer depth of feeling with which she infuses her narrative that give it life. In this tender
study, Brookner has produced a quiet little masterpiece.Copyright 1989 Reed Business
Information, Inc. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.From Library JournalSeparated from
their families in Nazi Germany, Fibich and Hartmann grow up in England to become inseparable
allies, friends, and business partners. Charming Hartmann chooses to live in the present with
every sybaritic comfort, while gloomy Fibich must live in the present because he fears the future
and is haunted by a past he cannot remember. With little plot or dialogue, the book is a detailed
character study of two gentle men and their contrasting wives and children. It will appeal to
readers who appreciate fine writing but not to those who demand vicarious excitement from a
novel. Brookner is well known as author of Hotel du Lac, Providence , and other books.- Maurice
Taylor, Brunswick Cty. Lib., Southport, N.C.Copyright 1989 Reed Business Information, Inc. --
This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorNovelist and art historian, Dr Anita
Brookner, was born in London on 16 July 1928. She studied at King's College, London and at
the Courtauld Institute of Art in London. She spent three years studying in Paris as a
postgraduate, and went on to lecture in art at Reading University and the Courtauld Institute,
where she specialized in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century French art. She became the first
woman to be named as Slade Professor of Art at Cambridge University in 1967. Her first



novel, A Start in Life, was published in 1981. Hotel du Lac (1984), won the Booker Prize for
Fiction and was adapted for television in 1986. The Bay of Angels (2001), concerns a single
woman coming to terms with a new sense of freedom when her widowed mother re-marries and
moves abroad. The Rules of Engagement (2003), her twenty-second novel, is a story about
friendship and choices.A Fellow of New Hall, Cambridge, Anita Brookner lives in London. She
was made a CBE in 1990. Her most recent non-fiction book is Romanticism and Its
Discontents (2000), and her most recent novel is Strangers (2009). In 2011 the novella At the
Hairdressers was published as an e-book.Andrew Sachs is a contributor for Highbridge
Company titles including: 'Don Quixote". --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition
of this title.Review"Brookner's most touching novel...She has transcended the struggle between
men and women to arrive at...truth; as if having solved the mysteries of love, she has moved on
to the meaning of life."-- Philadelphia InquirerIn Latecomers the author of the bestselling Hotel
Du Lac extends her range to produce a glowing masterpiece about the ambiguous pleasures of
friendship and domesticity. Hartmann and Fibich are "latecomers" to England, brought over as
children from Nazi Germany. No two men could be more dissimilar: Hartmann is an expansive,
deliberately unreflective voluptuary; Fibich, the ascetic, lives in a perpetual swoon of
homesickness and terror. But as imagined by Anita Brookner, their fifty-year friendship becomes
a transcendently funny and touching model for the ways in which human beings come to terms
with the tragedy of living."Brookner's illuminating depiction of her characters' inner lives makes
Latecomers a brilliant, accomplished work."-- San Francisco Chronicle --This text refers to an
out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the Inside FlapA novel about the 50-year
friendship of two dissimilar German refugees brought over to England as children from Nazi
Germany. Their friendship becomes a funny yet touching model for the ways in which human
beings come to terms with the tragedy of living.From the Trade Paperback edition. --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From AudioFileTwo lonely, young men meet and
spend the next four decades living and working together in parallel existences. A master at
"voice work," Sachs gives an outstanding reading of this poignant tale of post-WWII Europe.
R.B.F. (c)AudioFile, Portland, Maine --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From
the Back CoverA novel about the 50-year friendship of two dissimilar German refugees brought
over to England as children from Nazi Germany. Their friendship becomes a funny yet touching
model for the ways in which human beings come to terms with the tragedy of living. --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Anita Brookner’sLATECOMERS“Brookner’s most moving, accomplished and interesting
book … At her own pace, Anita Brookner works a spell on the reader; being under it is both an
education and a delight.”—Washington Post Book World“The best [novel] she has written.”—The
New York Review of Books“The mood of time’s passage is gentle, rueful and tender … and the
prose a perpetual delight.”—Boston Globe“A remarkably wise and moving novel … Acutely
observant, she uncovers the resources buried within personality, as well as the restraints
inhibiting the possibility of change.”—Chicago Tribune“An astonishingly powerful narrative.”—
Los Angeles Times Book ReviewBY THE SAME AUTHORTHE DEBUT (A START IN
LIFE)PROVIDENCELOOK AT MEHOTEL DU LACFAMILY AND FRIENDSA MISALLIANCEA
FRIEND FROM ENGLANDCopyright © 1988 by Anita BrooknerAll rights reserved under
International and Pan-AmericanCopyright Conventions. Published in theUnited States by
Vintage Books, a division ofRandom House, Inc., New YorkOriginally published in Great Britain
by Jonathan Cape Ltd.and in the United States by Pantheon Books,a division of Random House
Inc., New York, in 1988.Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataBrookner,
Anita.Latecomers / Anita Brookner.p. cm. — (Vintage contemporaries)“Originally published in
Great Britain by Jonathan Cape Ltd.” —– T.p. verso.I. TitlePR6052 .R5816L38 1990
89 –40286823’.914 — dc20v3.1ContentsCoverOther Books by This AuthorTitle
PageCopyrightChapter 1Chapter 2Chapter 3Chapter 4Chapter 5Chapter 6Chapter 7Chapter
8Chapter 9Chapter 10Chapter 11Chapter 12Chapter 13Chapter 14Chapter 15About the Author
1 Hartmann, a voluptuary, lowered a spoonful of brown sugar crystals into his coffee cup, then
placed a square of bitter chocolate on his tongue, and, while it was dissolving, lit his first
cigarette. The ensuing mélange of tastes and aromas pleased him profoundly, as did the blue
tracery of smoke above the white linen tablecloth, the spray of yellow carnations in the silver
vase, and his manicured hand on which the wedding ring fitted loosely, without those deep
indentations that afflict the man who has gained weight or age, a man to whom in any case his
wedding might be presumed to be an affair of the irrelevant past. Hartmann gazed around the
hotel dining-room, coming to rest benevolently on the youngish men with briefcases at the
adjoining tables – middle management, he believed they were called – for whom lunch was
inextricably bound up with discussions of a business nature. My dears, you do not look well,
thought Hartmann: your complexions are not clear, your haircuts unbecoming. You give your
time and attention to business and save too little for yourselves. There is not a lot of point in
talking about a zero-growth scenario, as you are apparently prepared to do, if you are going to
dispatch a lobster cocktail followed by steak and kidney pie: mineral water will not save you. He
himself ate sparingly, grilled fish with a vegetable, followed by coffee. He had long ago learned
the pleasures of sobriety, of extracting the essence from the example, of attaining and
completing rather than striving and collapsing. He would not even allow himself a second
cigarette. That would come much later, after his frugal dinner. Since his wife had started going to
evening classes, he preferred to prepare something for himself. Before going back to the office
he would select and buy cheese: another treat, another exercise in worth.Hartmann aspired to



the sublime. If, as Hegel says, in the true sublime a sharp consciousness of inadequacy is
required, Hartmann resided somewhere in the more comfortable territory of the false sublime,
for inadequacy rarely troubled him. He considered his life’s work to lie in the perfecting of simple
pleasures, mainly of a physical or domestic nature, far from the strife and pain of more ambitious
purposes. The idea of God, for example, he rejected as derogating from his own serene
existence. To the proposition, ‘I am that I am’, Hartmann, if he ever thought about it, would have
replied, ‘Et moi?’, not meaning any disrespect, but rather acknowledging a simple division of
activities in which paths would never cross. On the other hand, a mundane task supremely
devised and carried out, however small – the buying of cheese, for example – filled him with a
sense of completion for which many more metaphysically inclined men might envy him.
Hartmann’s joy was apparent in his beautifully cut hair, his expensive suit, his manicured hands,
the faint aura of cologne that heralded his approach; in his mild and habitually smiling face, too,
his expressive walk, in which the body, leaning slightly forward, seemed to indicate amiability, a
desire to please. He was now middle-aged, in the closing stages of middle age, even old, he
daringly thought. He had an impressionistic attitude towards his age, as he did towards his
daughter’s marriage, sometimes resigned to it, sometimes deciding to ignore it entirely. Thus it
occasionally pleased him to take up the benign posture of an elderly man while safe in the
secret knowledge that he had plenty of time in hand. Now in his sixties, he felt himself to be
unchanged from his earlier self, but noticeably improved on the miserable boy whom he tried not
to remember. There were in fact certain memories that Hartmann had consigned to the dust, or
to that repository that can only be approached in dreams. For this reason Hartmann took a
sedative every night and ensured untroubled sleep. He defended this practice, as he defended
all his habits, as sensible: his own glossy head was his best justification. ‘I eat well. I sleep well’,
he was in the habit of saying, when asked how he did. ‘What else is there?’ He knew there was
more, but thought that wisdom consisted in reducing the purchase of such nebulous matters or
indeed of any imponderables that might darken his own impeccable consciousness.However, no
man is free of his own history. Hartmann was no exception. But in the interests of damage
limitation he had struck a bargain with the fates: he would, in so far as he could, employ the
maximum good will at his disposal in an effort to screen out the undesirable, the inadvertent,
those shocks against which the mere mortal is powerless. He would, he had long ago decided,
be deliberately euphoric. It was a technique which he could practise and perfect, although
sometimes it nearly eluded him. Thus, from his earliest days, he remembered scenes that might
have been devised by Proust. He remembered his father, in a magnificently odorous and
gleaming emporium, pointing with his cane to a pineapple, a box of peaches, and asking for
them to be taken out to the car. Or himself, when tiny, walking with his nurse in the Englische
Garten. Or first love, at the age of ten, and a game of hide-and-seek with the beloved at
Nymphenburg, beside the long paths rustling with fallen leaves and the commotion of birds. He
did not remember, because he had never witnessed the event, his elegant parents, dressed for
some fête-champêtre, being hoisted, slightly puzzled, on to farm carts, but behaving with good



grace, thinking this part of the entertainment. They were driven off, never to be seen again, but
how could he know that? How could one remember absence? Was it not one’s duty to fill the
void, when there were so many agreeable ways of doing so? He had a sense of his own life
progressing to its conclusion and was therefore ruthless in dispensing with the past, since every
minute of the present must be valued. And, after all, he had survived: that was all that mattered
in any life. And he was here, in this hotel dining-room, waiting for his bill, replete, contented, even
lively. What mattered was to intensify the pleasure, to ensure that it might be repeated. On such
satisfactions Hartmann constructed his happiness.He cast a long lingering glance at the middle
management, now flushed and talkative, and reflected how even his business life managed to
avoid such infelicities. It may have pleased his gloomy partner, Fibich, to behave like a harassed
salesman, to eat a sandwich at his desk or to stir his tea furiously with an HB pencil, but that was
not his way. Fibich felt guilty about having made so much money so easily: that was his way.
Hartmann mentally shrugged his shoulders at the folly of such a reaction. He had never been
ambitious, driven, ruthless, as so many men seemed to be. Even Fibich thought such behaviour
ridiculous. There was even, to Hartmann, something reassuring about the absurdity of their
trade: greetings cards, of a cruel and tasteless nature, which had paid their way very nicely for
about twenty years, until Hartmann, who did little work but was valued for his
Fingerspitzengefühl, his flair, his sixth sense, suggested that the market in this commodity was
self-limiting, and that there were fortunes to be made in photocopying machines. They had both
been printers by trade in the years that Hartmann had forgotten about, and it was easy for them
to diversify from their original specialization. Of course the work was anathema to them both, but
the money was charming, delightful. Fibich, clutching his neuralgic head, might groan at every
suggestion that Hartmann put to him, but it was understood between them that they would agree
on everything, as they did, and always had done, the ebullient Hartmann literally dragging Fibich
along with him, into sheds, warehouses, shops, wherever their greetings cards had led them.
And now they sat in splendour in Spanish Place, in an office got up to look like a flat, for
domesticity was important to them both. Each had a room or salon, in which decisions were
taken; coffee was served morning and afternoon. Their accountant, Roger Myers, and their
company secretary, John Goodman, shared the apartment, though slightly less expansively;
their typists were encouraged to take time off for shopping. Thus a family atmosphere was
maintained, for which neither Hartmann nor Fibich thought to take any particular credit. It was
simply that they preferred to feel themselves at home, for the idea of home was central to their
lives.In that unexamined area that informed their first beginnings Hartmann was aware of much
that he had decided to forget or to overlook: those years at the print works which had been the
final discomfort of their anxiety-ridden adolescence. Indeed, with his customary fleetness,
Hartmann was able to turn even this memory to good account. I have come through, he said to
himself. What he meant by this was that he was no longer an apprentice, nor would he ever be
one again. And even the print shop had been a welcome release after the horrors of school: if
Hartmann ever thought to congratulate himself, and he did frequently, it was because he was no



longer at school. Sent to London as a frightened boy to live with his father’s sister, Marie, who
had providently married an Englishman named Jessop, and staring from the window of the taxi
at the huge red-brick cottage in Compayne Gardens which he did not recognize as an apartment
house, he struggled with his tears and the incomprehensible language until the ultimate betrayal
took place, and he was sent away to school. Here, unfortunately, the memories were vivid and
would not always go away. Doubly, even trebly an outsider, he knew, even on his first day, that he
was doomed. Had it not been for the accident of being paired with Fibich – but both were
forbidden to speak German – he would have died or killed himself. Only the knowledge that
someone else’s experience reflected his own reality saved him, although Fibich was arguably
worse off even than Hartmann, for he knew no one. Aunt Marie, visiting one weekend and
arousing much ribald attention from the other boys with her tweed cape and the pheasant
feathers in the band of her brown felt hat, immediately said that Hartmann must bring Fibich
home with him, meaning to her gloomy flat in Compayne Gardens, and the winding hilly streets
so unlike home. And so they had been together since childhood and could no more think of
living apart than they could of divorcing their wives, although their temperaments were
diametrically opposed and they rarely thought alike on any matter. It was even natural to them to
live separated by no more than a single storey: two apartments in Ashley Gardens, near Victoria,
had attracted them, not because they particularly liked the district, but because each would feel
the other near at hand. They had retained the habit of closeness, of being allies: everything was
called in to reinforce their bond. They were both called Thomas, and turned as one whenever the
name was spoken. For this reason their wives addressed them as Hartmann and Fibich, as they
addressed each other, and always had.Hartmann, waiting for the bill, frowned. He felt discomfort
at the insistence of such memories, which were no longer relevant to anything that crossed his
amiable mind in the sunshine of his deliverance. This ritual of lunch, which he enacted so often
and so regularly, bore somewhere in its train the memory of meals unspeakable, eaten in fear,
never properly digested. Those school meals were, in effect, the source of all the loving little
luxuries with which he surrounded his present life, just as the aromatic dormitories proclaimed
his future need for sybaritic comfort. The bleak wet Surrey countryside in winter, and the
incomprehensible hours spent running up and down a muddy field, ensured his devotion to
London, its soft mornings, its stony heart, the inexorable streets in which the doctors and the
dentists plied their trades, and the suburbs with their flowering trees and the motor bicycles on
the pavements. Everything amused him now, all prospects were viewed with indulgence. He was
a sophisticated man, sophisticated enough to know that fond recollection of the past was mere
sentimentality; this, as it were, intellectual attitude reinforced his active physical discomfort
whenever schooldays were discussed. He was apt to turn away questions about his early life,
which, now that he was middle-aged, or old, depending how he felt, and successful, were often
forthcoming. It was Fibich, who, with a groan, alluded to past ordeals, until silenced by a nod
from Hartmann. The past still worked actively in Fibich, seemed from time to time almost to take
him over. Hartmann acted as his censor, bringing him forcibly back to the present. ‘It is over’, he



would say, simply. On his face, when he spoke these words, there would pass, unknown to
himself, an air of great weariness that was at odds with his dismissal of times long gone. Of
course, he remembered them perfectly, or would have done had he allowed himself to dwell on
them. He even remembered them better than Fibich, whose obsessional examination of these
memories had led him for a short time to a psychoanalyst. When he read Oliver Twist Hartmann
marvelled that Dickens had had such an acute understanding of the misery of boys. Girls, he
thought, did not, could not, suffer so much. He thanked Heaven that his only child was a
daughter.He sat back with a sigh. Since, in this context, reminiscence was safe, permitted, he
cast a selective look back to his beginnings. Schooldays still loomed large: he took this to be a
sign of his assimilation, since schooldays figured so impressively in the accounts that
Englishmen gave of themselves. His school, their school, in fact, had been one of those decrepit
but expensive establishments created and run by an ex-army officer and his harassed wife that
proliferated in England in the years before the Second World War. The masters were
incompetent, irascible, lacking all faith in what they were doing, lurching from one expedient to
another, aware that what little luck they possessed was running out. Hartmann and Fibich,
metaphorically and almost physically twin souls, marvelled at the bad but fattening food, the
indifferent hygiene, the rudeness of the servants, all of whom were emboldened by the
increasing haplessness of the headmaster and his wife to indulge in forms of self-expression
that both Hartmann and Fibich found to be unacceptable. The Matron, in particular, caused them
acute discomfort. She was a youngish woman called Joy, thick-legged, red-cheeked, apparently
quite at home in this community of half-grown men. Hartmann, even at the age of fifteen, found
something retarded in her make-up. Fibich, the younger and more agonized of the two, winced
at her jovial enquiries into the state of his bowels, information that he could not bear to disclose
to another living soul, particularly when it was required of him in a loud and cheerful voice which,
he felt, demanded his collusion in urgent and unwelcome terms. His frightened modesty often
spurred her to excessive attention. She had a way of cross-questioning him while rolling up pairs
of socks with swift thick fingers, pretending to be not very interested in his answers but studying
his long lowered eyelashes in repeated sidelong glances. There was something menacing as
well as flirtatious about these interviews. Fibich heroically fought back the symptoms of genuine
maladies in order not to be ministered to by her, and carried on with a fearful toothache, which
he hoped to have the courage to endure until he could take it back with him to Compayne
Gardens and there ask for help.The man who looked after the boiler and was supposed to be
responsible for maintenance – the lukewarm water, the damp slimy towels in the downstairs
cloakrooms, the windows that were never quite open enough to dispel the smell of boys – lived
in the basement surrounded by tins of dried-up paint, his radio permanently tuned to a foreign
station playing nostalgic tea-time music. Although it was said of this man, Henderson by name,
that he had a taste for small boys, inducing them into his malodorous quarters with offers of tea
and biscuits, Hartmann and Fibich found themselves lingering in the passage outside his rooms
just in order to listen to the music. The announcer’s voice, which they strained to hear, would be



abruptly eclipsed, as if Henderson were angry at such alien intrusion into his domain. Seconds
later the music would be resurrected, all too faint echo of the life they had left behind, too
careless of its existence to have studied it more closely. Some genetic trace kept them yearning
for its sweetness, its suavity, even its falseness, while their stomachs suffered from the weight of
potatoes, sausages and custard they were forced to ingest.Since he had come to this country at
the age of twelve, this ordeal had lasted a long time. Then came apprenticeship to the printer,
until the order of release came in the form of a letter from Switzerland informing them of the
deaths of both their parents. Certain monies had been put aside for them, and these, together
with reparations after the war, had enabled them to set up on their own. The day they had both
installed themselves in their first little office in the Farringdon Road had been one of deep
emotion for them both. Nothing, perhaps, would ever affect them so again, apart from the birth,
health, and destiny of their children.Since that time Hartmann had been blithe. He was modest
about his good spirits, was not foolish enough to think that he had earned them. Luck, quite
simply, had come his way, that was all. Throughout his adolescence he had been frightened. The
first step towards emancipation had been his ability to master the language. This had come with
a rush, as he was about to leave school; it was as if the prospect of freedom had released
something in him, had suddenly induced ability where there was none before. The second step,
oddly enough, had been his National Service, which had been an unexpected introduction to
conviviality. Sent to mind stores in Wiltshire, there was little for him to do except check deliveries,
and he was much in demand as a source of supplies. Fibich, whose stoicism in the face of
toothache had left him with a legacy of migraines, was not accepted for the army. He remained in
London, at the printing works, lodging with Aunt Marie, whom he now considered to be an
authentic relation. It was the first time the two had been separated. Fibich sent his cigarette
ration to Hartmann, who was gradually discovering the delights of generosity. Open-handed
among the boxes of dried bananas and the sacks of dried egg, Hartmann marvelled at the ease
of friendships based on mutual interest. He found his fellow conscripts charming (his favourite
adjective), and, as he listened to their plans for the future, he began to dwell on the possibility of
making plans of his own. Fibich had been keen on the idea of publishing – he was the more
learned, the more serious of the two of them – but Hartmann saw that they must attack from the
flank. They would never know enough to be insiders, that was clear. The trick, therefore, was to
find a trade which was in a sense superfluous but also gratifying. That was how the greetings
cards had been conceived. In the beginning the cards had been sentimental. A Happy Birthday
to my dear Wife, they proclaimed. Or, Baby is One Today! Gradually they allowed realism to
creep in, and found that the more outrageous the message the more eagerly it was bought. Get
Well cards soon topped their sales, particularly lugubrious or insensitively cheerful greetings for
the post-operative patient. They had never looked back.The odious feel of rough khaki on the
backs of his knees and of his neck also inspired in Hartmann at this time his love of luxury. In this
he was aided by the sight of his fellow conscripts sprucing themselves up for a night out. Such
applications of grease and water, such furious polishing of boots! Hartmann had tried to emulate



this activity when they kindly included him in their invitations to spend the evening in a pub, but
such exercises were not for him, any more than the flat beer and the dark and aromatic room in
which it was consumed were for him. Instead he took advantage of their absence to strip wash
himself, writing to Fibich to send him bars of scented soap. And ever since those days he had
been a devotee of his morning toilet, and his bathroom was filled with scented essences, with
rose-flavoured mouth-wash, and with colognes which he would pat into the skin of his face, so
that his wife, on kissing him goodbye, would say to him, ‘You smell better than I do.’Now he had
reached the age when the odours of the body are more insistent and more difficult to dispel,
when the day’s work, minimal though it was, felt like a more serious operation than in the early
days when there had been so much more to do, when waking from sleep was a more lengthy
process. These days his wife enlivened her hitherto flawless complexion with a geranium flush.
He had no feelings of resentment against the passing years, counting each day a triumph,
particularly when the winter sun shone strongly, as it did today. Rather he welcomed old age, or
what he supposed was old age, having done too well, spent his time too fruitfully, to wish it all
back again. Certain attitudes of mind and body were no longer available to him, or if available no
longer becoming. The young men at the adjoining tables (and he was forced to revise their
status upwards, hearing one of them remark that he had passed the previous evening at
Annabel’s) aroused no feelings of envy, that mean-minded desire that he occasionally noted
among his contemporaries to deplore young people’s lack of style, or what was considered their
lack of style. Silver-haired now, and with a slightly more prominent stomach, Hartmann was still
recognizable to himself, as was Fibich, as gaunt as ever, but with expensively rearranged teeth.
The skin of Hartmann’s face was still dry and glossy, although the body was more capacious:
dressed, he managed to mask from himself the sight of the unwieldy forked animal that had
earlier emerged from the bed. Upright, bathed, burnished, he still evoked a smile from the face in
the mirror; his wedding ring was still loose on his finger. And after his lunch, which he preferred
to take alone, he could now afford to wander a little in the sun, a pleasure denied to him in those
days when the sun had never seemed to shine at all, when the only refuge from the hard-packed
dirty snow was the single bar of Aunt Marie’s electric fire. Stoical, she had refused to ‘give in’, as
she put it, to the cold, although her own early years had been warmed by district central heating.
Now both Fibich and Hartmann insisted on almost tropical heat, and the air inside their homes
was soothed by scents of cigars, lavender polish, and rich cooking that never entirely dispersed.
He vaguely remembered such scents from the parental home, which he otherwise did not
remember at all, or did not try to. It was Fibich, at the suggestion of his analyst, who longed to
return, but was fearful of doing so, and thus existed on the horns of a dilemma that would never
be resolved. Hartmann’s solution to this problem had been breathtaking in its simplicity: get rid of
the analyst. ‘A meddler,’ Hartmann had said. And, ‘Psychiatrists! What do they know?’ Hartmann
understood that Fibich was still unhappy, and occasionally, but only occasionally, acknowledged
the reason. But why dwell on the past, particularly when the past was so uncongenial? Better to
eat a good lunch, rejoicing in prosperity, and then to select a piece of Brie, a piece of Cantal,



perhaps to point to a fine pineapple, in preparation for his evening meal. Television was
marvellous at keeping one in the present. He loved the American soap operas, rejoicing in the
extravagance.The head waiter came up to bid him good-day: Hartmann was a customer of long
standing.‘The family well?’ Hartmann asked, genuine in his enquiry.‘Very well, sir, thank you. We
saw Mr Fibich the other day.’‘And the account for Mr Goodman and Mr Myers is up-to-date?’‘Yes,
sir, all taken care of.’‘Good-day then, Monsieur Pierre. Thank you.’‘Thank you, sir.’They
appreciated each other wonderfully.Out in the street the winter sun was at its zenith, soon to
retire its light and its shadows. Hartmann waved his hand to the woman arranging a jacket in the
window of the dress-shop – he had known her for thirty years – and strolled in the direction of
Selfridges. A little shopping, the purchase of the evening paper, and he would be back at the
office in time for a second cup of coffee. Very civilized, he thought. Well, he had earned it. And
this evening his daughter was coming round, an occasion for great rejoicing. He would ask
Fibich and his wife to join them, since they both loved her. And their boy doing so well: a miracle.
It was an uncertain profession, of course, and nothing was guaranteed, but it seemed that he
had the gift. This, he was aware, was an attitude of indulgence in him for this particular young
man, for the idleness of which he approved in women was, generally speaking, anathema to him
in men. (He ignored his own, which was in any case ornamented with much ceremony of a
business-like nature.) But enough of that. Today was another blessed day, like so many. Had he
been a praying man, but of course he wasn’t, he would have given thanks. Instead he settled the
collar of his coat more closely round his neck, and stepped devoutly towards Selfridges. 2
Hartmann’s wife, Yvette, had been attractive as a girl and had managed to preserve her appeal
into middle age. Although younger than Hartmann she had always had a grown-up air, based
largely on a set of mannerisms which belonged, or seemed to belong, to the generation that had
gone before her. Apart from fleeting expressions of blankness or loss, she breezily broadcast an
air of established and traditional womanhood, which nevertheless managed to sidestep the
essential business of being female. Her peculiar attraction was based not on looks so much as
on various forms of self-advertisement. She still entered a room with a sort of pre-emptive bustle,
as if drawing on herself the attention of a crowd: she always assumed an audience, and
frequently got one. She liked to imagine people saying ‘Who is she? Who is that beautifully
groomed woman with the blonde hair?’ When she had first started work, in the far-off days when
she was in her early twenties, she had always managed to give the impression that she was
chairing the committee of a charity ball. She bestowed her activity, rather than letting it be
harnessed to anyone else’s needs, or even to the needs of the occasion. She was a typist in the
company run by Hartmann and Fibich, and not a particularly good one, but although they were
irritated by her lack of attention and her dubious punctuality, her altogether sunny indifference to
the demands of the work they politely asked her to do, they both found themselves hypnotized
by her self-importance and waited with genuine interest for her appearance at the office.
However late she happened to be, Yvette regarded her arrival at work, or what she thought of as
her entrance, as the high point of the day. After that had been registered (and she knew the



importance of first impressions) she tended to let her attention lapse from what followed. She
shed about her an aura of femininity which made men thoughtful because it did not seem aimed
in their direction: on the contrary, it seemed to exclude them, as if she herself belonged to a sect
which considered them to be of little importance. She was faultlessly put together, wore her
carefully varied blouses and skirts as if they came from couture houses, and gave off waves of a
scent which, though inexpensive, nevertheless created trails which insinuated themselves into
the hallway and the corridors.Her strongest card, and she used it quite unconsciously, was her
refusal to take work – any work – seriously. She implied, without words, that work was not her
sphere, that she was, in fact, destined for another life, that she was an object of luxury rather
than of labour. If Fibich went into the room shared by the two typists to ask for a file or to wonder
why his letters had not been done, he would find her brewing up tea, with many a dainty shake of
a braceleted wrist. ‘I’ve told Jill to lie down,’ she would say. ‘She’s not herself today. I’ve given her
a couple of aspirin. I think she should go home when she’s had a bit of a rest.’ For gradually she
had seduced the other typist, a younger girl, into a protective observance of her own interests,
so that both of them would spend the day discussing new ways of doing their hair or answering
questionnaires in magazines. A low burden of continuous conversation issued from behind the
door of their room. At the threat of the onset of work one or other of them would consider herself
a trifle unwell. Neither Hartmann nor Fibich was brave enough to ask what the matter was, since
a look of reproach usually preceded the announcement, as if all women’s ills could rightly be laid
at the door of men. As Yvette was the stronger personality of the two she usually ensured that Jill
would declare herself incapacitated and in need of her ministrations. Fibich, kept waiting while
the tea was dispensed, and even cajoled into drinking a cup himself, could not help admiring
Yvette’s white hands with their rosy nails, her thin gold bracelet on her spotless cuff. ‘Now then,’
she would eventually and tolerantly ask. ‘What can I do for you? Of course, this has put me out.
You’ve got to take into account that I’m virtually single-handed here. I can’t be expected to do the
work of two people. I really need a junior.’ Fibich would end up taking the letters home with him.
Fortunately he had a friend with her own typewriter and she would rattle them off in the course of
an evening. Work often got done this way.In those days women did not labour out of any sense
that the work itself imposed rules and laws superior to their own personal inclinations. Those
who did were thought unlikely to get a man. It was Yvette’s very frivolousness – expressed in her
blithe indifference to the demands of a growing business – that seduced Hartmann, that and her
excellent presentation. The trail of scent, the spotless cuffs, the white hands, and of course the
enhanced awareness of herself that promised an exalted deployment of her attributes, all
amused him, beguiled him, and though he privately thought her rather absurd, not altogether
serious, and perhaps even a little pathetic, there came a point beyond which he could no longer
deny himself the pleasure of her company, or rather, the spectacle of her personality. The
working day was too short, it seemed to him, to contain the enigma and the fascination of Yvette.
After remarkably little hesitation, and with a shrug at his own weakness, he married her.As it
turned out, Yvette’s genius was equal to Hartmann’s own. Never, in the course of their lives



together, had he seen her in a state of dereliction. From dawn to dusk, and, more important, from
dusk to dawn, she remained a pleasure for the eye, and for the senses, or for most of the
senses. The promise of the rosy nails and the spotless cuffs had been kept, had increased,
gaining, with each new access of prosperity, orders of magnitude which had in themselves
something hieratic, celebratory. Nor was her care confined to her own person, although that
continued to come first. She was a competent, even a creative housewife, who could be trusted
with Hartmann’s tastes and pleasures. Her interior was lavish and yet comfortable; her cooking
elaborate, rich, and reassuring. She remained convinced of herself as an outstandingly worthy
cause. She frequently expressed surprise at women who claimed equal rights with men, for she
considered that women had everything to gain and men everything to lose where their interests
were concerned. She tended to pity men for their natural and inevitable inadequacies.All this
was an entertainment to Hartmann, who, contemplating the high standard of comfort to which
Yvette had brought him, considered the promise magnificently kept. On her more intimate
incapacities he kept silent, for she was unaware of them herself and would not in any case have
believed him had he informed her on this point. Indeed, part of her happiness, her unaltered
sense of her own superiority, was due to a sense of virginity preserved, or at least prolonged,
and anything more robust, more Dionysiac, than her usual reluctant performance she would
have dubbed an unimportant concession that some women, not necessarily those of whom she
approved, were forced to make to men in order to gain their consent on a matter of detail. She
herself, she thought, evolved in a higher sphere. She despised profoundly women who betrayed
the slightest flaw in their appearance, as if this advertised a sluttishness in their dispositions at
which she would instinctively and fastidiously shudder.This curious position, not uncommon
before the great awakening that was to overtake women in the years of liberation, had its causal
derivation in a circumstance which Yvette could scarcely remember, for, like Hartmann, she had
no interest in the past, and whereas he had made a knowing selection of his reminiscences,
subjecting his early life to an extreme form of censorship, Yvette behaved as if the history of
Yvette (‘Who is she? Who is that marvellously groomed woman with the blonde hair?’) had not
existed before the time when she herself had assumed control of it. There was, however, a
picture in her mind – she could not call it a memory for she could not understand it: it was more
like a dream, in that she could contemplate it from outside, almost from another’s point of view –
that she had been forced to verify, incurious though she was, by means of information gleaned
with difficulty from her mother, Martine. In this picture she was a tiny child in a train which she
somehow knew to be speeding south. When she asked her mother about this she saw, from the
expression on her mother’s face, that the older woman had been woken into grievous life by the
reminiscence. And as she heard the story she realized why she could not remember it, for it
belonged not to herself but to her mother and to her mother’s life. As Yvette understood the
story, her mother, Martine Besnard, had been travelling from Paris to Bordeaux to visit her sister,
Alice. The picture that Yvette had in her mind was of herself, tiny, in a pleated skirt, docile, tartine
in hand. She heard her mother say, ‘Mange, mange, ma fille’: she felt the shadow of her mother



bending over her to smooth back her flyaway hair. She later learned that her mother, a young
widow, had been forced through lack of money to take refuge with her sister, who had married
well, and to throw herself on the generosity of her brother-in-law. Yvette was charmed by this
fairy-tale beginning and listened to the story as if it were indeed a romance, with herself at the
centre of it, although from the high colour that invaded the older woman’s cheeks as she told it
the adventure had been unwelcome, distasteful, hazardous, and indeed so grave a risk that
Martine’s face flushed as she recounted it.To Yvette the story had no resonance except as a
novelette, the kind in which she believed implicitly, despite her relative sophistication, and this
too was a common position among women in the days that preceded enlightenment. And yet
something remained of it, enough to give her a heightened sense of the necessity of material
comfort, of the security she was now able to extend to the mother whose early words, ‘Mange,
mange, ma fille’, had been accompanied by the cast shadow of her protective body.The truth
was slightly different, as Hartmann was to learn. On that occasion, the occasion that Yvette
remembered as essentially picturesque, Martine Besnard had been fuelled by a desperate and
unyielding purpose. She had fought hard to contain two overriding impulses: to feed the child
and to go to a place where she might be guaranteed sustenance. Her sister, Alice, had married a
substantial man in the wine trade. When the exigencies of keeping the child in Paris, in an
apartment designed only for her icy mother-in-law, became too exhausting, she took off for
Bordeaux, desirous of luxury, yet deeply reluctant to play the poor relation. The child’s pointed
face reminded her of her late husband, whose activities, from the outset of the Occupation, had
caused her such grief. He had been killed while she was still wondering how to divorce him. On
that point she was uncharacteristically vague. The relief of his death had been considerable,
although with him disappeared all her subsistence. Had it not been for the little stock of money
she had seen him hide under a floorboard both she and the child would have starved. It was with
the last of that money that she had bought the train tickets to Bordeaux.Only one hope sustained
her: that she would meet someone, as her sister had done, who would give her a better life. The
flush of effort in her cheeks could, she knew, so easily deepen into an ailment, an affliction, and
who then would look after the child? So that when Edward Cazenove, the representative of an
English wine shipper, came to Bordeaux after the war, and returned there on several occasions,
she decided to marry him, although she did not particularly like him. To begin with he was
unattractive, with a reddish face, flat hair, and uneasy eyes. That the uneasiness came from
timidity rather than dishonesty did not, in Martine’s view, excuse it: a man had no business to be
timid. But he was lonely, polite, and he appeared to be fond of the little girl, and Martine, thinking
of the room she had vacated in the rue Washington, took courage and ended her connection
with France. They married from Alice’s house and went back to his bachelor apartment in
Manchester Square. The child cried a little, but not much. The high flush in Martine’s cheeks
subsided, although privately she considered her new life inferior. One day, after putting a
casserole of rabbit into the oven, she looked out of the window on to the silent square and
admitted to herself that she would have done better to have waited a little. But waiting demanded



so much courage, and she was not a brave woman. She had done what she could. Even now
she wondered if she would ever be warm again: London was as bitter as Paris had been. It was
at this point that she gave up hopes for her own life and transferred all her yearning to her child.
If it lay within her power, Yvette would never have to make the same disappointing decision that
she herself had made. Yvette would be happy, and, better still, protected. Yvette would have
expectations like any other girl and would be in a position to fulfil them. From that moment
Martine abandoned herself to the pleasures of food, such as there was, and good wine, of which
there was more than enough. Yvette remembered her parents, or rather her mother and
stepfather, of whom she became rather fond, as a passive, rather silent couple, with a high and
steady colour, drinking down the good wine at every meal, and flushing further in grateful
response to its unfailing benefits.With that recital out of the way, relations between mother and
daughter became amiable but distant. Yvette saw nothing of the frightened young widow in her
mother, a substantial and normally uncommunicative woman with a thin mouth, her colour still
high, who preferred these days to keep her own counsel, quite willing to off-load the daughter
she had brought into safe harbour, as if the effort were self-limiting and had now served its
purpose. She and Cazenove, to whom she had finally become rather attached, preferred to
spend their winters in Nice, where they reverted to being French. Seated at a table outside a
café on the Promenade des Anglais, they would watch disapprovingly as the first tourists arrived.
‘Nice n’est plus Nice,’ they would say to their favourite waiter, shaking their heads. These days
the high colour spread down their necks to disappear beneath their collars. When they window-
shopped in the rue de France, Cazenove carried his wife’s handbag. They managed, modestly,
but quite comfortably. Hartmann helped.Yvette regarded her mother’s story with complaisance.
She did not see it as tragic or even fatal, one of those throws of the dice that change lives; she
did not consider that she might have evolved differently had that accident of going to Bordeaux
not taken place. She continued to regard it as something of a fairy tale, part of the myth, the
charm that she had always claimed for herself and that had landed her safely in the serene
waters of her own marriage. What she remembered, typically, was her own contribution to this
happy state. Childhood was an irrelevance: what was of passionate interest to her was the way
she had designed her life as a woman. Self-love had saved her, when she was the poorest girl at
her Swiss school, Les Colombes. Too much to drink had by that stage had its effect on
Cazenove’s career, an occupational hazard which was nevertheless unsympathetically dealt
with. In the years that coincided with Yvette’s adolescence he sat at home in Manchester
Square, and the money came from his rapidly diminishing savings and regular donations from
Martine’s sister, Alice. The finishing school had been Martine’s last effort to secure her daughter
a future, made in the teeth of opposition both from Cazenove and from Alice. With resources so
slender and so hazardous, Martine had indoctrinated her daughter with a need to succeed, a
purpose which a young girl like Yvette could hardly take as seriously as her mother appeared to
do. But, luckily or unluckily, Yvette thought of herself as desirable and possessed to a high
degree that amorous disposition that young girls usually turn towards a favoured adult. But there



was no favoured adult in Yvette’s cosmology; she no longer felt ineluctably attached to her
mother and her stepfather, to whom she had never seriously considered herself related. Her
amorousness was therefore devoted entirely to herself. Scanning her face in the glass, she saw
not the fine skin, the strong but widely spaced teeth, the fair hair already rising high on the
forehead and giving a hint of future recession, but her secret possession, her perfect body. It
was the knowledge of its perfection that sustained her, that enabled her to look in the glass and
think, ‘I am the best’. It was a body that might have been designed by a Salon painter of the
Second Empire, by Baudry or Bouguereau, one of those legendary hourglass shapes that
bloom extravagantly but harmoniously above and below a narrow waist. When other girls went
out to drink chocolate in the nearby town, she stayed quite contentedly in the school dormitory,
buffing her nails or washing one of her two cashmere sweaters, themselves passed on to her by
an unknown French cousin. Few clothes meant strenuous and vigilant upkeep, and sometimes
she was bored. But when her spirits momentarily fell, she knew that she could always raise them
by walking lightly in her nightgown between the rows of beds, as if she had forgotten something
in the bathroom, and see the faces grow discontented as her splendid breasts passed by.
Further display she planned only for the delectation of a husband, that same husband to have
received discreet advertisements in order to help him make up his mind. It was only when he
was safely in the net that he would discover that its promise was not kept to any recognizable
extent by its performance. Yvette herself was never to perceive this, for the evidence of her
splendour was always there for her to admire. Nor did she wonder that her so splendid body
gave her such scant information. She was, to a surprising extent in one so endowed, ignorant of
sensual impulses, chaste. It was monogamy she craved, as the one adventure of her life that
would enable and entitle her to live as she pleased for ever after. It was in this fashion that her
mother lived on inside her. And the smile stayed on her face, for she never doubted her victory.It
was this assurance, together with her bustling fastidiousness, that had brought Hartmann to her
side, and on the whole he was not disappointed. He appreciated her more as the years took
their toll than he had when they were first married. She still amused him, and she was still
unaware that she did so. She had seemed a little frightened as a bride, and indeed she had
been woefully inexperienced, for her mother’s efforts had been all in the direction of
preparedness and not at all towards that of pleasure. The finishing school had been followed by
a few weeks taking lessons in typing and shorthand from a retired secretary who lived on the top
floor, under the roof, of the next-door building. Yvette had hated these lessons so much, had
hated in fact the greasy hair and the muddy complexion of the retired secretary, that she had
taken in little of what the woman was trying to teach her. Hence her unwillingness to work when
her mother had found her the job with Hartmann and Fibich, had found it by dint of going to an
expensive employment agency and doing all the interviewing herself, while Yvette, appalled, had
listened to the clattering typewriters and wondered if she could ever pass the test that they were
going to inflict on her. She passed it, but only just, and then took the only job that called for
general office duties rather than typing and shorthand. Nevertheless, Yvette described herself to



her friends as a secretary. Fibich shook his head, but Hartmann found himself quite touched by
her pretensions, by her appearance, and by the occasional blank look of absence on her face, in
her eyes, as if she were waiting for someone to rescue her from a dilemma which she did not
fully understand. Ariadne on Naxos, he had thought. So he had been Bacchus.
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Laura85, “We shall miss Anita Brookner. I love Anita Brookner's work. Her intricate, melancholy,
character studies always take place in a very particular little corner of a forgotten London—
London as it was twenty years ago but it may as well be fifty. When we sadly, lost Brookner a few
weeks ago, it mentioned in one of her obituaries that she'd said this novel was her own favourite.
I can see why; it's a miniature master piece. The characters stayed with me long after I'd read the
final page. If you like Brookner's novels please don't miss this one. If you've never read one of
her books, this would be a lovely introduction.”

Imo, “Like a perfect painting. If you are of a certain age, you will appreciate the theme here of
summing up, taking inventory of your life. I love that she explores this theme but offers no pat
answers, no judgements. In the explication of a friendship between two very dear old friends,
Hartmann and Fibich, she tackles the significant issues that constitute a life: Love, friendship,
children, memory, God, destiny, and more, and she does it all in a short book with very little plot.
This is a psychological novel so the action is largely provided by what the characters feel, how
they think. I could see my life in them, particularly when I contemplated Hartmann and Fibich as
a composite. This is a great book, blessed with perfection.”

Azaz, “a story of survivors. a moving tale of the lives of two men whose lives were shaped by
being shipped away from home (for their survival) on the Kindertransport.  A masterpiece.”

Q in PA, “It's all in her characters.... Another quiet and beautiful book by A.B. She reminds me of
E. Dickinson or Proust as she possessed such a rich inner life as expressed through her
characters, even if her own peregrinations were limited and her actual life experiences few by
comparison. *JQ”

Yangsian, “Quietly brilliant. Anita Brookner has a sumptuous, visually acute descriptive quality
and keen insight that make you want to linger over each sentence. Not much happens and yet
you get a full sense of these characters' nostalgia, loss loneliness, and fulfillment.”

bryn, “A wonderful story.. What a lovely, lovely story. I really enjoyed this story. Not too many
characters to follow.”

LFT, “Poignant Yet Positive.. This is another beautifully written and rather melancholy story in the
Brookner vein. Again it is about acutely observed outsiders. In this case we follow the lives of
two boys from Germany who are saved by coming to England . In very different ways they
struggle with their salvation in an alien land but as the years pass and they have their own
families they discover through love, need and subsequent understanding a sense of
belonging.Reading this book prompted me to read more of Anita Brookner's books and it is a



continuing pleasure.”

mike tingle, “A classic writer who doesn't dissapoint with this novel.. Excellent book from a
classic author.”

Sarah London, “The book arrived promptly and in good condition. I enjoyed reading it. The book
arrived promptly and in good condition. I enjoyed reading it. In fact, I stayed up to the small hours
reading it!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great characterisation.. A powerful story, may seem slow and repetitive at
times, but Brookner's writing is something to be relished, perhaps read a second time. Great
characterisation.”

The book by Anita Brookner has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 60 people have provided feedback.
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